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This case was assigned to me, Detective D. Manganiello (17690) for investigative follow-up.
I made contact with witness Chad Boone. Boone stated that he clearly remembers the incident and happen to take
the suspect’s picture as the suspect got back into his vehicle. He stated that he could “absolutely” identify the suspect
again.
Boone sent me the picture he obtained that evening. In the picture you can clearly see black/Hispanic male, short
hair cut, about 25-30 years of age, standing next to a Mazda SUV bearing Florida tag ITYM55. In the picture, the male
appears to be saying something to Boone. The vehicle is registered to Luis Jaime Gimenez Ortiz. Based on my
experience as a sworn law enforcement officer, I positively identified the person in the photo provided by Boone as
Luis Jaime Gimenez Ortiz.
Utilizing the Driver and Vehicle Information Database (DAVID), I was able to obtain a known photograph of Gimenez
Ortiz. I placed the photograph in a photo line-up in the number 2 position. Around the photograph, I placed 5
additional pictures of individuals that shared similar physical characteristics/likenesses of Gimenez Ortiz.
On 03/01/2018, I, along with Detective C. Carty (15400) met with witness Chad Boone at his home located at 300
Sheoah Boulevard Winter Springs, Florida. Detective Carty, who had no previous knowledge to this case administered
the photo line-up to Boone. Boone selected number 2 (Luis Jaime Gimenez Ortiz) as the person who committed the
battery.
I made several attempts to contact the other witness (Quentin Johnson) in this case, however, was unable to meet
with him.
Based on the fact that the victim, Daniel Kutz, provided a sworn written statement stating he was physically battered;
the fact that the incident was witness by 2 independent witnesses; the fact that I was able to identify the individual
who committed the batter by comparing a known photograph of Luis Jaime Gimenez Ortiz to the photograph which
witness Boone took of the suspect the night of the incident; and the fact that witness Boone positively identified Luis
Jaime Gimenez Ortiz through a indepentdently administered photo line-up; probable cause exists to charge Luis
Jaime Gimenez Ortiz with Battery (F.S.S. 784.03-7).
This case will be forwarded to the State Attorney’s Office.
There is no evidence that the motive behind this battery was hate and therefore is UNVERIFIED.
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